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●● Accent modification
●● Aphasia
●● Apraxia
●● Augmentative and alternative 
communication (AAC)

●● Dementia
●● Dysarthria
●● Endoscopy
●● Laryngectomy
●● Oral cancer
●● Paradoxical vocal fold 
movement

●● Parkinson’s disease
●● Spasmodic dysphonia
●● Swallowing
●● Stroke
●● Tracheostomy and ventilator 
dependence

●● Traumatic brain injury
●● Videofluoroscopy
●● Vocal fold paralysis
●● Vocal nodules

Topics included in this product
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About Your 
Swallowing Study: 
Endoscopy

I started having problems eating after my stroke. I seemed to cough every time I drank 
something. My SLP said she wanted to see what was happening when I swallowed. I 
was still in the intensive care unit, so they brought up some equipment on a cart. They 
put a thin tube with a light down my throat and had me eat and drink some things. My 
SLP told me that the test showed that I could eat some things, and that she and the 
hospital staff would work with me.

—Mark
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Sometimes more ●●

information is needed 
about how you swallow.
One test is done by ●●

putting a small tube down 
your throat.
A speech-language ●●

pathologist, or SLP, can 
help your swallowing.

Fast facts

Have You Been Told You Should Have a 
Swallowing Study Done?
Your speech-language pathologist, or SLP, may have already 
talked with you about the problems you are having. She may 
have checked the muscles of your mouth and throat, and 
watched you eat and drink. Sometimes the SLP can get enough 
information from that to know what might help you swallow 
better. But sometimes your SLP needs more information. 

Why Do I Need to Have Another Test?
The SLP can’t see what happens inside your throat during an 
examination. There are tests that can help the SLP find out:

If food is going the wrong way (into your airway instead of ●●

your stomach)
What part of your mouth and throat may not be working ●●

well
What kinds of food are safest for you to swallow ●●

If certain positions or strategies help you swallow better ●●

The SLP may use special equipment to see what is happening 
when you eat. One type of equipment is a very small tube with 
a camera and light, called an endoscope. The endoscope is 
flexible and connects to a larger machine with a video monitor. 
Your swallowing test is usually recorded so that it can be 
watched again later.
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Traumatic Brain 
Injury in Adults

My husband Greg crashed his car into a tree. He was in the hospital with a breathing tube 
in his throat for days. He had problems swallowing afterward, and he couldn’t remember 
what day it was or the names of any of his doctors or nurses. I was really worried about 
him coming home and whether he would be able to go back to work.

—Keiko
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People with brain injuries ●●

can have problems with 
thinking, talking, and 
swallowing.
Car accidents, falls, or ●●

blows to the head can 
cause brain injury.
Brain injuries can range ●●

from mild to very severe.
Speech-language ●●

pathologists (SLPs) can 
help.

Fast facts

Have You Had a Brain Injury?
A brain injury, also called traumatic brain injury, or TBI, can cause 
many different problems. You may look the same, but your brain 
may not work as well as it did before. You may:

Have problems paying attention or remembering things ●●

Have trouble doing things that used to be easy for you ●●

Have problems talking, reading, and writing ●●

Get frustrated or angry more easily●●

Be unable to chew and swallow as well ●●

Even a mild brain injury can cause problems. Sometimes people 
don’t get treatment right away and struggle. Other people may not 
understand and think you are not trying.

How Can a Speech-Language Pathologist 
Help?
Speech-language pathologists, or SLPs, work with people who 
have speech, language, thinking, and swallowing problems. SLPs 
work in hospitals, clinics, private offices, and nursing homes, and 
can even come to your home. Your SLP can help you do better at 
work and with your everyday actions.

What Do SLPs Do? 
Your SLP will find out more about the problems you are having. 
The SLP will test your speaking, understanding, thinking, and 
remembering. Your SLP will also see if your reading and writing 
ability has changed since your injury. If you are having trouble 
chewing or swallowing, the SLP can help you eat more safely.
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Talking With a 
Tracheostomy or 
Ventilator

My sister, Lili, was in a serious car accident and had to be on a ventilator 
to help her breathe. Later, she had a tube put in her throat. When she tried 
to talk, no sound came out of her mouth. We couldn’t understand what she 
wanted to say, and she had to write everything down.

—Donald
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Tracheostomies or ●●

ventilators help you 
breathe but make it hard 
to talk. 
A speech-language ●●

pathologist (SLP) can 
help you communicate.
Your SLP may also help ●●

you eat and drink more 
safely if you are having 
problems.

Fast facts

Are You Having Trouble Breathing?
Breathing problems can be temporary or last for a long time. 
Breathing problems may be caused by: 

ALS (Lou Gehrig’s disease)●●

Muscular dystrophy●●

Stroke●●

A brain injury from a car accident or fall●●

Lung diseases●●

Why Can’t You Talk With a Tracheostomy?
A surgeon makes a hole in your throat that goes into your airway. 
The doctor will put a tube in the hole to keep it open. This is 
called a tracheostomy (tray-key-oss-tuh-mee) tube, or trach tube 
for short. You breathe through this tube instead of through your 
mouth and nose.  But if air doesn’t go through your mouth, you 
can’t talk.

Why Can’t You Talk With a Ventilator?
In an emergency, doctors put a breathing tube through your 
mouth into your throat. The tube is connected to a machine that 
helps you breathe, called a ventilator. You can’t talk because the 
tube is in your mouth.

You may need help breathing for only a short time. You should 
be able to talk again when the tube is removed. Or you may need 
the ventilator for a long time. Your doctor may then connect it 
to your trach tube so the air goes into your lungs. You can’t talk 
without air coming through your mouth.
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About Your 
Swallowing Study: 
Videofluoroscopy

My mother had lots of problems after she fell and hit her head. She couldn’t keep 
food in her mouth long enough to swallow it right. It took her a long time to eat, and 
sometimes she coughed. Her SLP said she wanted to see what was happening when 
she swallowed, so she had a test done in the X-ray department. Mom had to eat and 
drink some things while the X-ray machine was running. The test helped the SLP 
know how to help my mom. —Yvonne
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Sometimes more ●●

information is needed 
about how you swallow.
One test is done using ●●

X-ray equipment.
You may hear this test ●●

called by different names.
A speech-language ●●

pathologist, or SLP, can 
help your swallowing.

Fast facts

Have You Been Told You Should Have a 
Swallowing Study Done?
Your speech-language pathologist, or SLP, may have already 
examined your swallowing. He or she may have talked with you 
about the problems you are having and checked the muscles of 
your mouth. He may have watched you eat and drink. Sometimes 
that examination is enough for the SLP to know how to help you 
swallow better. But sometimes your SLP needs more information. 

Why Do I Need to Have Another Test?
The SLP can’t see what happens inside your throat during an 
examination. Other tests can help the SLP find out:

If food is going the wrong way (into your airway instead of your ●●

stomach)
Which parts of your mouth and throat may not be working well●●

What kinds of food are safest for you to swallow ●●

If certain positions or strategies help you swallow better ●●

One of these other tests is an X-ray test called videofluoroscopy 
(video-flor-OS-kuh-pee). 

There Are Different Names for the Swallow 
Study.
You may hear different names for this test. What it is called 
depends on your SLP and the place where you have the test done.

“
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When You Have Trouble 
Speaking: Augmentative 
and Alternative 
Communication

I have had Parkinson’s disease for a long time. I often have a hard time speaking 
loudly enough for people to hear me, especially in a public place. People ask me to 
repeat myself, but I get too tired. My speech-language pathologist thinks that having 
a communication board or device will help me let people know what I want to say 
when I am too tired to speak. —Howard
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There are many ways to ●●

communicate besides 
talking.
It is important to find the ●●

best way for you.
Speech-language ●●

pathologists (SLPs) can 
help.

Fast facts

Do You Have Trouble Speaking? 
You are not alone. Many people have a hard time talking. They may 
be able to speak, but people cannot understand them. Or they may 
not be able to speak at all. 

It can be very upsetting to know what you want to say but not be 
understood.

There Are Still Ways to Communicate
People can communicate in many ways besides talking, including:

Hand signals or sign language●●

Smiling, frowning, or nodding●●

Writing●●

Using pictures ●●

There are also computers and electronic devices that can spell out 
words or even say the words out loud. All of these ways to talk are 
called augmentative and alternative communication, or AAC.

Some people use AAC for a short time until they are able to speak 
more clearly. And you can still work on talking even if you use 
AAC. It does not have to be one or the other. Sometimes AAC 
can help you start talking more.

“

An Evaluation Helps 
It is important to find a way to communicate that is right for you. 
A speech-language pathologist, or SLP, can help. 

” 


